2000 lincoln town car electrical problems

Table 1 shows nine common electrical system related problems of the Lincoln Town Car. The
number one most common problem is related to the electrical system four problems. The
second most common problem is related to the wiring three problems. No indication or warning
prior to incident. Immediately pulled over, turned off ignition, and entire front end was on fire.
Read details Known defect by Ford concerning Lincoln Town Car electrical problem with wiring
harness and transmission wiring. This defects creates an environment and condition of hazard
and danger to assigned operator of vehicle. Known defect by Ford manufacturer is documented
by service by service alerts. Electrical problem. Massive corrosion of pcm harness under
junction box. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Lincoln Town Car.
The Electrical System problem No indication or warning prior to incident. The Wiring problem
Known defect by Ford concerning Lincoln Town Car electrical problem with wiring harness and
transmission wiring. The Underhood Wiring problem Electrical problem. Electrical System
problems. Wiring problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. Starter
Solenoid problems. Ignition Switch problems. Ignition Module problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Battery Dead problems. The following chart shows the 23 most common problems for Lincoln
Town Car. The number one most common problem is related to the vehicle's air bags with 17
problems. The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's electrical system 17
problems. In our research we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The
PPMY index of a certain model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per
Year. If the total number of problems reported by Lincoln Town Car owners in the last 20 years
is , and the age of the vehicle is 20, the PPMY index can then be calculated as. For more
information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison across Lincoln Town Car model
year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems reported during each of the
service years since the debut of the Lincoln Town Car in When making the decision between
buying a new or used Lincoln Town Car, the following table can be used to compare the Lincoln
Town Car with the Lincoln Town Car from other model years. Note that the number of problems
reported for the Town Car is while the average number of problems reported for the 16 model
years of the Lincoln Town Car is Car Problems. Table 1. Common problems of the Lincoln Town
Car. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Lincoln Town Car with other model years. Air Bag. Electrical
System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Service Brakes. Vehicle Speed Control. Unknown Or
Other. Exterior Lighting. Seat Belt. Gasoline Fuel System. Power Train. Other Fuel System.
Interior Lighting. Electronic Stability Control. Traction Control System. Switch Year: Lincoln
Town Car owners have reported 53 problems related to electrical system under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Lincoln Town Car based on all problems reported for the
Town Car. No indication or warning prior to incident. Immediately pulled over, turned off
ignition, and entire front end was on fire. See all problems of the Lincoln Town Car. Makes loud
popping noise when the wheel is turned to the extreme right or left whether the car is being
driven or standing still. Occasionally, the ignition won't turn on and the steering wheel is
locked, closing the entire system. The contact owns a Lincoln Town Car. While driving 45 mph,
the vehicle began to lose power without warning. The failure occurred twice. The vehicle was
pulled over to the road shoulder and was restarted after ten minutes. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately , Just called Ford motor company and they say that NHTSA, issues the recalls
,not Ford motor company, why haven;t you issued one for this model car? How many people ,
including children must die before you issue a safety recall notice? While driving various
speeds, the front driver side door independently locked and unlocked. The vehicle was not
diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was not notified. The approximate failure mileage
was 46, Takata recall: steering wheel has smoked before lightly, interior lights have stayed
on,steering wheel has done a turn,corrosion on the side panel and panel chrome has fallen off.
I'm not sure how late a recall time frame is but my car happens to be very old now so I'm
wondering if this is the case I have pictures from what the car looked like and up to now also my
car is now at Tl- the contact owns a Lincoln Town Car. The contact stated after shifting the
vehicle into drive the vehicle experienced unintended acceleration which resulted in a crash
through the passenger's garage. The vehicle was not able to stop even while the brake pedal
was depressed. The failure happened without warning. The contact was able to regain control of
the vehicle after the vehicle was put into park and the key was removed. The vehicle was towed
to an independent mechanic. A police report was filed. There was one injury that required
medical attention. The failure mileage was 60, Lighting control module same part number as
Ford recall for marquis of same year, why isn't Town Cars included from same period. Possible
link to left information display in dash has begun flickering, numbers phase out and eventually
after a period of time, entire display disappears losing speed, odometer, warning lights,

everything on that side of the display panel. Right display panel has displayed similar flickering
when left side completely goes out. At around of the same day I decided to go pick my child
from school. If that tree did not stop the car the damage would have been worse because all my
efforts to stop the car failed. The car was just uncontrollable with unprecedented speed. It was
as if the car had a mind of it self. I was just lucky because my wife and kids were in another car
very close to the car that was dragged. If they have came out of the car , they would have been
dragged too. Thank god their is no fatalities. I have diven all types of vehicle ,including tractor
trailer over the road and domestic and have never seen such phenomenon. Takata recall; again
why is my car deleted from the list of cars with the same year? Ford intentionally installed a
cheaper version of airbag inflator, knowing there was a problem. When is this democratic
government going to go after these companies who violate the law? This is all b. Driving slowly
on a suburban street at twilight the headlights and dashboard lights went out. The same thing
occurred a three times week later on the interstate at 65 mph about 10 p. The automatic delayed
headlight off setting no longer functions. The lights can be turned on in the manual position.
Apparently, the light control module has faulty relays which fail suddenly during the course of
normal use. Tl-the contact owns a Lincoln Town Car. The contact stated that after starting the
vehicle, the air bag warning light illuminated. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was , While driving 60 mph, the contact observed smoke emitting from the driver
side of the dashboard and the fuse box. The VIN was unavailable. The approximate failure
mileage was , We have a Lincoln Town Car with miles when it rains the rear r floor gets a lot of
water. It would still go forward. Happened half a dozen times? Except one rainy Sunday, just out
of the driveway leaving for church, it froze driving forward. He had not heard of water causing
the tranny problems and he asked me to get the diagnostic codes from bob davidson. Here it
gets interesting. The shop testing? There was no report of a defect from the car's on-board
computer. No fault codes at all. Just an indication, told us? Plus labor, of course. The water leak
seems to be resolved and the tranny locking up problem has not happened again. Even when it
rains. Any help you can give on this will be greatly appreciated. The nearest Lincoln dealerships
are an hour away during off-peak traffic hours. Forget it during peak traffic hours. When you get
to the dealership, they have no loaner vehicle. They don't even have a rental on-site. You have
to make your own arrangements someplace across town. My experience is that it took four
returns to a dealership, each for a full day, to get one recall repair performed. My car is currently
under recall for: gas tank problems, steering column problems, and I understand air bags. That
doesn't include the computer system that has never worked, that Lincoln was unable to repair
when the dealerships were in the bay area. Writing to the Lincoln motor company, customer
relationship center is probably as big a waste of time as writing this letter. This happened for
the first time two weeks ago while driving which was reported. The same fuse that was changed
two weeks ago was again changed and then the vehicle performed normal again. This was again
reported to our mechanic who has a long history of working on Lincoln cars. While driving
approximately 30 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The technician repaired the chip and
wanted the contact to drive for a week to determine if the remedy worked. The approximate
failure mileage was 41, Numerous requests over the last 2 years have not returned a response.
Why is cars from the same year being considered and not ours? For the passenger airbag
inflator, only to find out we need the driver side inflator also for it to work. Where are the parts?
We can not even carry our grand children in our vehicle because of this. Where's the justice in
this? Why don't you just replace them with takata-inflator, like we have now, if it lasts 10 more
years,at least we'll be safe. Does anyone in washington do their jobs anymore? You have had 8
years, for heavens sake , get moving. We have contacted Ford motor company and they still
refuse to do a recall on our Lincoln Town Car. After replacing one side, the other side now
needs replacing,which there was not another part available. So now it's all disconnected,and all
we have for safety is the seat belts,which Ford said that would be safe enough. I find this
unacceptable by this company and will never buy another Ford product. Why hasn't your
organization done something to secure our safety? We have filled a complaint with your
organization last year,when is this going to be rectified? Once the vehicle was started, it began
to make a jerking motion and all of the warning lights illuminated on the instrument panel. The
vehicle stalled. The failures recurred multiple times. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failures. This incident caused the home to become structurally damaged due to fire. Vehicle was
purchased as second owner in until present time. No recalls notices were ever received. I was
driving my daughter to school when I noticed the inside of my car started sparking near the
dashboard then a few mins later my wheel locked up I couldn't turn and almost crashed. I put
power steering fluid in but that didn't help. Also had someone look at it and they said its a
problem with the bearing underneath the hood is also sparking when I start the car. The cruise
control module stopped working on my vehicle and now I'm told it can't be replaced. This cruise

control module had to be replaced because of it's ability to spontaneously combust the car in
flames as it did on my Lincoln Town Car. Why doesn't the government enforce the recall laws?.
Serious safety issue. No or intermittent exterior lighting at night. Defective lcm lighting control
module. Ford recall called customer satisfaction program "14no1" indicates defective lighting
control module controlling exterior headlamps, parking lamps, front side marker, rear tail,
license plate lighting may be intermittent or inoperative. E-mail sent to all u. Current owned and
operated vehicle Lincoln Town Car built on the same platform with same internal parts. Lighting
control module is defective causing no or intermittent exterior lighting. Approached Ford dealer
and was informed vehicle part was under factory recall. Contacted Ford Lincoln customer
service directly and was informed recall was vehicle VIN specific and no further help or financial
assistance will be provided. This unit is the same part used through the above-mentioned model
year vehicles, but I cannot obtain any assistance. Part is also obsolete and cannot be
purchased through Ford. The vehicle was parked during the first occurrence, now daily
occurrence with intermittent or no exterior lighting. Please help!. While my child was inside.
Major electrical issues such odometer flashes constantly and gas gage wacked out ever since
vehicle fell to ground every thing was working properly before and on the first incident is when
it started and continues to get worse. Suspension and steering : also since car fell to ground
has cause steering and suspension to be almost impossible. I have had several mechanics rip
me off and have spent thousands on trying to get vehicle back to the way a Lincoln should
drive. And still the results are not good. I cant drive on express ways because vehicle is
extremely hard to control and stay in lanes. It also has a very high tendency to loose control
when driving over a small , medium or large bump, div-it or crack in road which could or will
eventually result in a crash. By all means I love my Lincoln but certainly does not drive or
operate properly like one should. I do also understand that its a 13 year old car and things will
go wrong but after do my research and being that I am naive and very uneducated with
mechanics on a vehicle I simply let this pass for sometime now to realize these re occurring
incidents are not normal and here I am now my results are a damaged car with recall supported
and thousands of my hard income to replace parts on car to get back to proper working order.
On the previous day I had replaced the left side low beam headlight bulb twice which did not fix
the problem. Thought it would be a simple fix for a burnt out bulb. Turns out the origional bulb
was not bad at all. Took car to dealer for diagnostic check. This module also affected my brake
lights which I was told were not working. If I had been out on the road when this occured
instead of my local traffic area I think it could have been a safety issue. I feel this would have
been a safety situation since I never knew my brake lights were not working and also not being
able to get my headlight to work. What if both headlights had gone out while I was driving at
highway speed because of this module. I feel the use of modules to control headlight lighting is
a major safety issue. It should not cost nine-hundred dollars to fix a headlight problem. I foresee
down the road a whole lot vehicles with these modules having no lights. So much for the
modern era. Give me the old style electrical system with just wire and fuzes. Part fmc 7w1z 13c
a processor - lighting. Well I was driving home one day and smoke was starting to poor out from
underneath my dashboard luckily I was close enough to the house to be able make it home and
then after I had gotten home I cut the car off and was not able to start it up since. The passive
restraint indicator light shows an airbag and seatbelt , also called seatbelt retractor, came on
and remained on with an audible alarm 5 beeps, 5 times repeating every 30 minutes. The
problem diagnosis was for the left front seat belt pretensioner driver's side. A Lincoln dealer
service employee said the airbag will not work with this problem. At another Lincoln dealership I
was told many towncars had the same problem. It started beeping at , miles and I was not
involved in a crash. A Ford employee told me last year's supplier went out of business, so they
had to change the manufacturer for the new part. The problem diagnosis was for the right front
seat belt pretensioner passenger side. At another Lincoln dealership I was told many towncars
had the same problem, but on the driver? The problem started around , miles, my car is now
about , miles. And I was not involved in a crash. A Ford employee told me last year? In my
situation, neither Lincoln, nor Ford were able to get my part. It is not because my part was the
wrong number, it is because the part in the box was the wrong part. While backing up, unknown
to me, my parking aid system failed, I ran over a garbage recycle bin, damaging my rear bumper
cover. If the system worked as advertized, this would not have happened. Thank god it wasnt a
child!. Consumer states unintended acceleration the consumer stated the dealer kept the
vehicle for a couple of days and stated there was nothing wrong with vehicle and it was
probably due to driver error. The consumer stated the sudden acceleration happened for a
second time on may 11, The consumer was able to turn the key off after slamming on the brakes
had no effect of trying to stop the vehicle. While sitting in a drive thru my Lincoln towncar
caught a blaze under the hood. We had a sudden unintended acceleration of our car. We were

traveling west on the new york state thruway I towards niagara falls. As we exited into a rest
area, suddenly the engine raced as if the gas pedal were floored. The driver pressed on the
brake very very hard, and the car almost stopped, moving forward slowly. The driver then
shifted into neutral, and the engine slowedand we stopped--about 50 feet beyond where the
sudden unintended acceleration started. We turned the engine off, and examined the floormat--it
was not in a position to press the gas pedal. We checked under the hood, and did not find
anything that seemed related to causing the sudden unintended acceleration. We later checked
if the driver could press the gas and brake pedals at the same time, but on our car they are so
far apart that this is not possible. We think it is possible that this occurrence was due to
inadequate shielding, and inadequate programming, of the gas pedal computer which sends
signals to the acceleration system. At the time of the incident, we had a gps, cell phones, and
game machines in operation, and the rest area we were pulling into had wifi. Thus, the
acceleration system computer was receiving many signals from "noise. The fix for this would be
to either hard wire the gas pedal, or to put adequate programming to prevent stray signals from
being accepted. We would like to see one of these fixes implemented. When brake pedal is
applied for a long traffic light stop, I could smell burning plastic. After several weeks of this my
car would not come out of park. Found the harness plug to the brake light switch melted. I am
curious as to why the fuse didn't blow?. I replaced the plug with new connectors and a few
weeks later the same thing is happening - wires are melted and the fuse is not tripped. When
key is inserted in ignition, the seat slams forward into the steering wheel and then reverses
slamming to extreme back position and then reverses repeating action. At same time the brake
and gas pedal extends upward and down. The forward seat motion could crush a chest against
the steering wheel, and the backward motion could break legs of a person sitting in the back
seat. If this occurs while car is in motion, there would be no way to control the car, I. No way to
turn the steering wheel, or apply brakes. The car was in the dealer repeatedly for the 1st several
years, and now the problem is recurring. The faulty seat movement is extremely fast--not at
push button seat adjustment speed. Car Problems. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln
Town Car 1. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln Town Car 2. Electrical System problem of
the Lincoln Town Car 3. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln Town Car 4. Electrical System
problem of the Lincoln Town Car 5. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln Town Car 6.
Electrical System problem of the Lincoln Town Car 7. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln
Town Car 8. Electrical System problem of the Lincoln Town Car 9. Electrical System problem of
the Lincoln Town Car Horn Assembly problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems.
Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Dash Wiring problems.
Ignition Switch problems. Ignition Module problems. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Bob utter Ford
auto dealership in sherman, tx tried to sell us a car that the odometer reading didn't match the
carfax or its own registration sticker on the windshield. When we returned the vehicle they
became verbally confrontational to us. We requested the paperwork they had made us sign to
take the vehicle home for an overnight test drive. It had our personal identification information
on it that we did not want to leave in their hands. They began stalling tactics and then verbally
ordered us off their property. While driving the dash board completely illuminated. The vehicle
then shut down. Contacted the dealer. Was told it is an electrical problem. Windows will not go
up at times or go down at times. Also, radio will intermittently work, and other electrical parts
will not work. Has contacted dealer, and dealer statesd that it could be because of computer
module. Search CarComplaints. When the consumer pushes the last two buttons on the pad to
lock car the head lights and tail lights come on, sometimes they stay on causing the battery to
go dead, Ford exchanged the vehicle for the model and the new vehicle experienced the same
defect, Ford does not know how to fix it. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind.
See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more
than three repairs. To see how frequently Lincoln Town Car problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Town Car. Lincoln Town Car repairs by problem area. Lincoln Town
Car electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on 59 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under
warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Doubt this was
caused by a dealer, probably a company shop owned by the lessor. Previously, driver memory
system would only move mirrors in one direction. Haven't taken it back to see where. I'm afraid
it the compressor seals because I think the car sat for a while without operation. Was replaced.
Replaced it and also Serpentine belt which was damaged by Alternator. Required towing to

dealer for repair. Traded vehicle before cause for no start was determined. Dealer fixed
nonfunctional "auto" feature for power window motor. Used working unit installed. Replaced
alternator and problem went away. If the air bag would deploy, the seat belt will not restrain you.
This is unacceptable. Never had a failure like this. They told me in so many words "too bad". I
was in the market for a new car at the time to replace my Saturn. I was looking at Lincoln. With
their response, I instead bought Subaru. This was the first time in decades I did not buy a new
Lincoln. Their back office doesn't understand customer relations. Still not sure I will return to
Lincoln with my next contemplated vehicle purchase. Parking assist rear sensor disabled
intermittently. Module in driver's door not receiving power. One rear air bag is leaking but not
repaired. All is good now. The starter had to be replaced as the connection of the wire to the
starter was too corroded. Switch return mechanism failed. Reprogrammed another switch on
the console to satisfy the function. Lincoln used a cheap plastic part to keep these little buttons
in place. Had previously replaced part. Part replaced and now all is well. Repaired and works
fine now. Refrigerant found to be low. Dye inserted into system. Will require repair when leak
found. It had been repaired by Ford before I bought the car. Needed a new part then, they used
friction tape. It would cycle like this the entire time the car was operating. It turned out to be a
faulty cutoff relay. Replaced with new part. Dealer installed a rebuilt unit. See TrueDelta's
information for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all Lincoln models. Lincoln Town Car
Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or
vehicles with more than three repairs. Exterior mirrors' wiring corrected from factory
installation. Car is leaking refrigerant. Alternator failed. Car failed to start. Alternator light was
coming on intermittantly, despite consistent charging rate. I tested system found the refrigerant
was very low , leak tested found leaks at evaporator core. Evacuated and recharged system I
replaced the evaporator core and o rings I replaced the drier and o rings I replaced the orifice
and o rings. The driver's side seat belt assembly had to be replaced because its connection with
the air bag system had corroded, no longer communicating with the safety system. Like the
driver seatbelt assembly, the front passenger seatbelt assembly now had to be replaced for the
same reasons of a failed connector. Parking assist rear sensor system disabled. Dealer states
that malfunction must be persistent before it can be diagnosed. Air Conditioning system needed
a recharge. Air conditioning failed. Main power supply wiring broke going to the starter.
Homelink for garge door opener failed. Air conditioner not sufficient at highways speeds. Radio
cable junction had come undone by pass. Windshield wiper regulator replaced again after the
salvage part failed. Air conditioner would run for a short period and then shut off for a period of
time and rhen would turn back on. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February in
Lincoln. My 85 Town Car has a multitude of issues, the two most serious at this time being it's
inability to stay running while idling in my driveway while still in park. It runs, once started, for
about 10 minutes while idling. If I drive it, it stays running for about an hour exactly every time
then shuts off immediately not a slow gradual loss of power, it's instantaneous. The second
problem is that my interior lights won't turn off now. The lights were all working properly and
then my car died after it had been running for less than 2 minutes. I was idling while waiting to
make a turn and the car shut right off again and when i opened the door the lights came on as
they normally do and didn't go off until they drained the battery. The battery has since been
recharged and the lights will not go off unless I dissconnect the battery cables. Also when the
car dies, it won't start back up right away. I know that the problem lies between the distributor
cap and the starter because I know the starter is functioning properly and the distributor cap is
brand new along with rotor, plugs, and wires. Also I installed a new ignition coil. The cap is not
recieving a spark from the coil though, which is the cause if it's sudden death and failure to
start. It's very random though, predictable, yet random. Sometimes I wait 10 min, other times it's
an hour and a half. The sweet spot seems to be at 30 min however. If the car sits for a while it
seems to start fine on the first shot. September I bought my Town car early this year, and the
panel lights keep going out, without warning, intermittently. They come back after a few
minutes, so when I've taken it in to the dealer, they can't 'reproduce' the problem! Also, the
dimmer switch does not function.. Is there a connection? By the way, the service dept. Does
anyone know if it's such a big deal or that expensive? Isn't it under warranty? Yes, it's still
under warranty. The service rep gave me a lot of arguments when I saw the dimmer switch fault.
It naturally makes me wonder. Posts: 3, February Black box on the Driver's side near the top of
the fender. Our would behave like yours on a very hot day and placing ice cubes on top of the
Black box caused the inards to cool and reset to normal. Perhaps the inard circuit breaker
needs to be replaced and ask that your teck man check it out. Good Luck. Do you know what
this black box might be called? Not sure what it is called. Perhaps an Ignition Relay. I never

opened it because all my problem was due to excessive heat so I applied some valuable ice
cubes in a baggy on it. Hate warm whiskey. March Basically, I've checked the fuses,bulbs and
break light switch. What else do I need to check til I find the problem? Check the turn signal
unit. The flasher, of course turn signals, and brake lights operate through this unit. You'll have
to remove the cover from the steering wheel to get to the unit. The problem was in the steering
wheel. Its a Lincoln Town carThe horn constantly blows if I return the fuse to its home- its like
the alarm is triggered. The radio displays 'Phone' and only works after the key was in forward or
backward position and is returned to take it out; and only till a door is opened. All other times it
displays 'phone'. Any info would be so appreciated! Thanks for your time - Kurt Parker. The
horn blowing may be caused by a faulty key switch on the driver's side door. Try unlocking the
car by using the key pad on the door. Disconnect the negative cable on the battery for a few
seconds. This will reset the radio. If you have a remote control key fob, follow the instructions in
the owners manual regarding setting of the alarm with the use the key fob. By the way, take a
look at the front of the intake manifold on this car. The intake manifolds on these specific
models have a tendency to crack at the front. If the manifold on you car has an aluminum piece
across the front, your manifold has been replaced and you don't have to be concerned about
the cracking issue. Thank you, the switch will be my next move after I try the keypad. I thought
about it, but had to hear it from someone else. I replaced the manifold myself last summer-it
blew out suddenly one day. This car has had me stumped forever. Anyway, have a good one
and thanks again. April I have a beautiful 96 towncar Lights do go out after 20 min but it is a
constant drain on battery Anyone know where exactly to look for this door closing sensor????
Thanks in advance!!!!!! The headlights and running lights come on when I unlock the doors with
either the keeyless or remote entry system. My 95 did not do that. Is this normal? The owner's
manuel is silent about this. If it is abnormal, I'd like to correct it, to save the battery. I've seen
lots of 94 and older TCs with automatic headlight dimming. It is not on my 96 TC, and is not
mentioned in the manuel.. Did they drop it as an option in 96? If not, does anyone have any info
about it? I thought that the black unit in front of the rear view mirror was the eye, but it was the
sensor for the compass. On you model TC, the headlights will come on when you use the key
fob to unlock the car and the autolamp system is on. At the maximum autolamp setting, the
lights should only stay on for about three minutes. The short period of time that the lights are
on will not drain the battery. By the way, I discussed the lights-on issue with my pastor recently.
When some of my fellow worshippers leave there headlights on just before church service stats,
another member sends the pastor a note about the lights which he reads to the audience during
the service. I reminded him that he nor the worshippers should worry about headlights that are
left on for only a couple of hours. Hence, there is no need to read these notes during service.
Headlights left on for two hours will not completely drain a good battery. And if the lights are
left on and the battery is drained, we have jumping cables at the church and if the battery is
suspect and does not hold enough current to start the car after two hours, this is a clear sign
from above that the member needs a new battery. Thanks for the reassurance that the
headlights-on condition, when the car is remotely unlocked, is normal. I don't mind their being
on, as long as it is normal. Thanks again. Not sure, but think it was on our 82 or 80 TC. When the
"Delay" light switch is on, the headlights stay off when I press the key FOB to unlock the doors.
May I had the same problem with my TC; It rev'ed up when starting, than later started doing to
opposite and stalling. I took it to the dealer and they replaced the throttle air control. It was
under warenty and fine ever since. It's with the door latch. I have a TC and the panel lights will
dim down automatically when I go into somewhere dark a tunnel carwash, or under thick trees.
It dos this independently of what position the headlight switch is in. Turn up your pannel light
dimmer switch to full bright at night as see if the same thing happens. Ref: Lincoln Town Car - I
recently experienced a complete shutdown of the electrical system on my car while driving on a
very busy road in florida. The ambient outside temperature was in the low 80's. I lost all power
and electric's, nothing worked at all. The cars cooling system did not overheat at any point but I
was setting at a drawbridge for about 15 minutes prior to the shutdown. I was towed from where
I was within about 25 minutes. The car sat for about an additional 30 minutes and then the
electric's came back on and I continued my journey. I drove an additional miles since the
shutdown and it has not occurred again. I research this a bit on the Internet and it seems that
this problem occurred on some cars in California and a recall was issued. If anyone could point
me to a service bulletin or know of this problem and help would be appreciated. Don't write to
Lincoln at Wixom, MI. They have closed the plant and are in the process of moving tools and
dies to Canada. June Someone please help me. My state inspection sticker expired more than 2
weeks ago and I can't drive my car until I fix the brake light problem on my TC. The car night
lights work and the signal lights work too but the brake lights do not engage only the third
brake light goes on. The one by the headrest's. I have checked the fuses and they are fine. I am

leaning towards the brake light switch. I also hit a curve on the right side not too long ago. But I
don't think that is the problem. Any info greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance. Does anyone
know how to reset the error code on the air bag. I was trouble shooting an Air conditiong prob.
Any help out there. Sounds like the same problem I had with a Continental. The stator magnetos
in my distributer where bad. When engine got too warm they would not make electrical contact
thus could not produce the electricity to go to the coil, get amplified to around 25KV and return
to the distributer, go out the distributer wires to the spark plugs no fire When engine cooled car
started right up and ran fine until it got too warm again usually when I idled going to yardsales
Hope this gives you a direction to explore. July Hello everybody, I opened the moonroof in my
'96 lincoln and now it won't close tried pulling it with no luck, it's stuck somewhere inside. I was
advised to check the fuses and they appear to all be fine. When I press the button to close the
roof, I hear nothing - does it mean the motor blew? If so, what do you think would be a
reasonable price for a replacement motor and how many hours it should take to replace?
Alternatively, how long would it take to just close the roof without repairing the motor? Thanks
a lot! First clean the terminal posts and terminals with a. If your battery cables are connected,
the Red cable to the POS terminal and the Black cable to the engine block or other metal
contact than the NEG post of the battery. While you are charging the old battery, spray WD40
into the slots where the window recedes. When the battery is fully charged, connect everything
correctly and try to close the roof. If your present battery is old, you may need a fully charged
new one to energize the roof motor. Good luck. After replacing my battery in the car, all of my
buttons on my radio panel do not work. First pull the fuse so as to turn it off. Second, press the
"Off" button. Lastly, disconnet the Ground, Negative, side of the battery and wait a minute or
two. Install the fuse. August I rrecently purcahsed a 91 TC, I open the moon roof twice the
second time, I opened it wont close, I have checked all the fuses they all look good. The moon
roof motor uses a lot of electrical energy. How old is the battery? FYI, the other high electric
user is the rear window defroster, the one with the horizontal lines in it. Anyone have any info
regarding air suspension electrical problems? I've been looking for a schematic of the system
with not much luck Doug in Victoria BC. Fuse blowing usually a result of wiring short caused by
a "Hot" wire touching a "Ground" surface. This is going to be a visual search. Start looking from
the rear air shocks forward. Over miles a wire could have had the insulation rubbed off, or in
some instances rodents will for some damn reason knaw on the insulation, exposing the
metallic wire to be exposed to other metal. A very bright light will be helpful with time and
patience. If the fuse in the black box near the battery is blowing, this is an indication that the air
pump is malfunctioning. Moisture is an enemy to these pumps. Moisture causes corrosion
inside the cylinder walls. The corrosion build-up increases the resistance of the pump which
causes the pump and the electric motor to get hot. Typically, when you put in a new fuse, the
motor runs for a few seconds, then the fuse blows. The most problematic components in the TC
air suspension system are the air bags, load level sensors, and the air pumps. Sometimes the
seals may leak around the solenoids and occasionally the solenoids go bad. All are easy fixes.
Does anybody know anything about these bulldog security systems??? I have one in a lincoln
that I bought and it didn't have a remote. I called the number on the box and they sent me a
remote and it don't work. I think that it needs to be programed or something. Can anybody help?
I also have a question about the climate control. I know that the air suction things are working
but when it gets warmed up it blows hot air no matter where temp is set at. Follow the
instructions in your owners manual to reprogram the remote. Typically, it is a matter of pressing
a couple of buttons on the keypad on the door then pressing the door open button on the
remote within a few seconds. Bulldog may also be able to e-mail you the instructions. The hot
air only coming out of the vents is an indication that your blend door actuator is stuck in the
heat-on position. A few Lincoln owners on this board have said that the dash board and panel
have to be moved to get to this part. I've had to have the blend door actuator replaced on a 93
Crown Vic, and on a 95 TC. The problem was hot air only, all the time. October I have a 95 town
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car that has a battery drain of. The only thing I have found that stops the drain is pulling the A
fuse and the E fuse in the engine compartment. What could be causing this? Do you park on a
steep hill with the front uphill? That might fool the light under the hood to go on, thinking the
hood is up. Pull the bulb and see. Thanks for responding. No I actually park with the front end
down hill. The bulbs have been pulled out of the hood and trunk lights. Most of the drain seems
to be coming from fuse 4 and There is an initial draw of. Going from. Perhaps one of the four
door switches does not register fully closed, thus causing the interior lights to be on, drawing.

November I have the same problem with my 98 TC. Did you solve the problem? My Lincoln
Town car has a charging problem though I changed the battery and the alternator, what else can
I do please, and thank you. Optional Information: Lincoln town car Already Tried: new battery
and new alternator. Sign In or Register to comment.

